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• Our current problems are best understood as pieces of the top-level problem of approaching 
a Sustainable Earth. 
• There is a lot of new science available to tackle our problems. The best of this is about life 
itself, specifically evolution and the human brain. 
• The exponential human population growth that was trigged by the Industrial Revolution will 
peak at about 10 billion people in about 2015. This is a natural process. 
• Human population will then settle to a level that can be sustained by the Earth. This level 
cannot be predicted as it is dependent on how much damage we do to the Earth’s 
environments crossing the peak. 
• The human brain is largely made up of modules, Brain Apps, that make us very good at key 
capabilities. These include Eureka and Buy-In, which support cooperation in large groups. 
• These Brain Apps require specifically a vision of success. Our science lets us now build this 
vision. 
• Evolution can be envisioned as a surface with hills and valleys. Advantage comes by moving 
up slope. 
• This surface has an astronomical number of points. Surprisingly, within that surface are rare 
lines of points, Life Lines, that connect good points. Evolution finds these lines. 
• The hill below our feet has now shifted. We must evolve our societies up slope along Life 
Lines. 
• A vision of success can now be written to provide direction up slope. 
• We can task our myriad communities to move up Life Lines, although only with great effort. 
• We can now build a process to guide us and keep us in action. 
 
It’s that simple. 
 
Enjoy, 
Tom Riley 
____________- 
 
Abstract 2 based on essay:     (974 Words) 
 
The drought in California is a major problem in it selves but it is best approached as a 
subordinate problem to our current top-level problem of achieving a Sustainable Earth.  
Fortunately there is much new science available to serve as the basis of a new vision supporting 
new solutions. 
 
New science can provide us with a solid basis for action: 

1. Human Population – Computer models show the Earth’s human population peaking at 
about 10 billion around 2050 and then dropping to a sustainable level.  This is natural. 

2. Computer Modeling – Computer models give us the best possible picture of the future 
and let us play what-if games. 

3. Gay Rights – The recent shift to gay rights both shows the direction of the winds of 
history and how quickly society is changing. 
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4. Brain Apps – New understanding of the modules in the human brain let us take action 
consistent with the evolutionary history of our own brains. 

5. It Takes a Village – About 30,000 years ago the development of new brain modules 
allowed us to live in villages and not just the smaller family groups. 

6. Buy-In – This key Brain App lets us team to do big projects over a prolonged period of 
time, from a village longhouse to Apollo to the Moon.   

7. A Maze Finer than Spider Silk – Very recent insights into how evolution actually works, 
allow us understand for the first time how the systems of life change and can be guided. 

8. Climb any Mountain – Evolutionary stability can be understood as mountain peaks.  
When the peaks are shifting, as they are now, human effort can direct our societies to a 
new and better place. 

9. Clark’s Third Law – New Technology can look like magic.  It certainly play a key part in 
modern solutions but it takes a lot of work to make the magic happen. 

10. Robotics, People and Symbiots – We are now in a symbiotic relationship with our 
machines and we must guide that human/machine symbiosis. 
 

From these building blocks we can start to build a vision of success for a sustainable Earth, 
including California. 
 

1. Stable Population -- The total world population will be stable.  This is the defining 
characteristic of the new age.  This means that the average age of the population will be 
much older than right now, as well as not white, and even more urban.  We will still 
have people, lots of people, and still have a society. 

2. Long life -- People who take care of themselves and have access to good health care will 
live a long life. 

3. Spoiling the children -- The relatively few children will be looked after and cherished.   
There will be many social groups that locate and support over looked children.  On 
average, people will spend no more than 1/5 of their lives being a child, and 1/5 raising 
one or two children. 

4. Doing Your Thing -- Like in “Star Trek, the Next Generation”, people will devote much of 
their lives to doing their own thing.  The majority of people will live in non-standard 
family arrangements. 

5. Climate change -- Five hundred year storms will become hundred year storms.  The 
climate will shift enough that many human activities, like farming, that are fine tuned to 
the precise local climate will fail and have to be reworked.  

6. Sea Level Rise -- The sea level will rise flooding many coastal regions.  A sea level rise of 
one to three meters by 2050 is within rational expectation.  Anything under one meter is 
simply wishful thinking. 

7. The Sixth Extinction -- Earth’s environment will take many substantial hits that result in 
the loss of many species, especially large animals. 

8. Symbiosis with our machines -- The relationship between humans and their technology 
will continue to evolve.  The effect on society will often be slow and unyielding, but 
sometimes will be jarring, for both good and bad. 
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9. Resources -- We have sufficient resources in general.  The problem is the effective 
allocation of existing resources, not an overall shortage. 

 
Based on this vision we can generate buy-in for a good society with a large number of people.  
This buy-in will then put them in effective action and keep them there. 
 
The actual process is more complex than this simple synopsis and will require many iterations.  
It will involve tasking each of California’s many diverse communities. 
 

1. Vision – California heads the dream factory for the nation.  We need diverse production 
showing clear and positive, although very challenging, visions of success for human 
society over the next 100 years.  An endless string of zombie apocalypses will not do. 

2. Peopling the Vision – We can get a very large number of people to buy into a new vision 
of success, to get into action, and to stay in action.  This is how our brains work and it is 
how society works. 

3. Technology – There is no silver bullet.  When people work with heart, mind, and will, 
then technology can be a great amplifier of positive efforts.  

4. Dry California – There are many highly productive dry climates around the world, such 
as Mediterranean, that we can emulate.  We need to reinvasion California as a water 
sustainable society.  

5. Sea Level -- The seas are raising and we must, and can, deal with it. 
6. Youth – Shifting population demographics mean that there will fewer children and more 

adults.  This opens up an opportunity for us to give our children the level of attention 
they need and deserve. 

This is a complex process and will take many iterations.  The tasks must be broken up to suit 
individual communities and then periodically reassembled as a whole.  We can stay in action, 
through good times and bad, until we reach a Sustainable Earth. 
 
We can do this.  Please join me in this effort.  
 
Tom Riley 
 
TomRiley@WoodwareDesigns.com 
Complete Essay:  http://bigmoondig.com/Essays/CalFuture.pdf 
 
___________________________________- 
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Dry California 
New Science, New Ideas 

 
Introduction     (Start of complete essay, 6423 Words) 
 
The drought in California and the unrest in American cities are major problems in themselves 
but they are best approached as subordinate problems to our current top-level problem.  Our 
top-level problem is often referred to as “climate change” but it encompasses much more and a 
better name would be “A Sustainable Earth”.  Possible solutions can be developed if masses of 
people are in effective action on the many aspects of the greater problem.   
 
Much work and attention is needed to address our current maze of problem, but to support 
effect action we need new ideas.  New ideas are derived from new vision.  Fortunately there is 
much new science available to serve as the basis of a new vision supporting new solutions.  The 
problem here then is explain the new science in a manner that is of practical use to people in 
addressing current problems. 

 
As in Apollo to the Moon, we need a strong image of a positive, if additively complex, future to 
serve as the foundation for action.  For humans, effective actions are based on clear visions. 

 
We can now build new visions based on good science.  Using our technology we can sort out 
what cannot happen to us, what is most likely to happen to, and what could happen if we make 
it happen.   Once we have a strong vision we can get in action and stay in action in mass.  
 
In our day and age technology has a place for action but we cannot simply wait for someone 
else to solve our problems.  Sometimes technology looks like magic but only after much hard 
work has been done.  To get that magic, we must do the work. 
 
Our first task then is to build a new vision as a foundation for action.  To do this we must (1) 
understand our present predicament, (2) understand why we need vision, and then (3) build 
our new vision.  Our first step is to review the latest science to find good foundation blocks for 
our vision.  Then we can design new vision and new actions based on our new vision. 
 
_____________________________________________- 
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1. Building Blocks 

Old and new science can provide us with a solid basis for action: 
 

 
1.1. Human Population 
 

First, what will not happen:  The human population on Earth will not continue to grow 
exponentially to a level of many tens of billions (red line in graphic).  This possibility is simply 
ruled out by the amount of resources available on our one planet. 
What will happen:  The human population on Earth will grow to a peak in this century, then fall 
to a level that can be sustained by the Earth.  The best available computer models put the peak 
population year around 2050 and the peak level around 10 billion.  The year and peak level can 
be predicted with enough accuracy for practical action.  The open questions are the severity of 
the die-back and the long-term sustainable level 1, 2. (See References 1 and 2). 
What cannot be reliably predicted by computer modeling is the Sustainable Level expected in 
the next century.  The reason this number is unpredictable is that it is highly dependent on the 
amount of damage we actually do to the Earth’s ecosystems (Climate Change, sea level rise, 
etc.) as we go over the population peak. 
Our efforts today will have little effect on the exact peak number or the exact peak year.  What 
our present efforts can do is reduce the damage we do to the environment and thereby reduce 
the severity of the die-back and rise the long-term sustainable level of the planet. 
Welcome to “Interesting times”. 
This population peak is a major event in human history.  It is at least as big as the Agricultural or 
Industrial revolutions and it is happening in on our watch.  With respect to world human 
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population, it is the biggest event since the explosion of the super-volcano Toba 64,000 years 
ago.  That environmental disruption killed us back to less than 10,000 individual people. 
This change from a world of exponential population growth to a world of a sustainable 
population is such a major change that it has turned out to be a vision killer.  Our old visions 
simply do not apply to this new world we find ourselves entering so our actions are 
disorganized and ineffective.  We must now generate new visions and in this requirement rests 
hidden opportunity. 
This population argument has been around for a long time.  It was popular in the 1960’s, and 
even appeared on the “Tonight Show”, but it fell out of popularity for political and religious 
reasons.  At that time it was thought that radical actions by people would be needed to stop 
population growth, but now it is clear that reproduction limitations built into the mammalian 
genome will stop the population growth more or less automatically. 
Population is now one of the global disruptions looked at in long-term business analysis 19.  That 
effort is to provide business people with good information both on how to avoid being broken 
by the disruptions and on how to take advantage of the new opportunities. 
The question now is how much damage we will do to the Earth in this transition and what dues 
will we have to pay later on. 
______- 

1.2. Computer Modeling 

 
This arguments in this essay turn on whether or not you are comfortable with computer models 
in general.  Technical people use them all the time and depend on them.  Lay people may 
simply be unfamiliar with how extensively they are now used. 
Non-technical people often ask if the models are exact.  They are not.  They are in fact only best 
available estimates and are definitely not “The Truth”.  The models are most useful for playing 
the what-if games needed for planning and are subject to nearly continuous updating.  Many 
people are simply uncomfortable with this level of uncertainty.   
[Do you believe in computer modeling?  How about Climate Change? (Just another computer 
model.)] 
It turns out that the computer models being non-exact is a good thing.  If they were exact then 
any actions that we have in our power to actually take would probably not affect the outcome. 
Because they are inexact, bright futures are possible, as are dark ones.  Our present work can 
effect key outcomes a few decades out even if they have little effect in the short-term. 
At the present time, computer models are among the best tools we have and I will use then 
extensively in this analysis. 
______- 

1.3. Gay Rights 

 
The strongest evidence for validity of this population model in the real world right now is the 
Gay Rights Movement.   Studies of mammals, both in the lab and in the wild, show an increase 
in homosexual activity as crowding increases.  This is clearly part of the reduction in 
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reproduction with resource depletion common to mammals.  Civil Rights in the 1960’s was a 
major struggle.  In comparison, today’s Gay Rights movement is a walk-in-the-park. 
The difference is the impending peaking in human population.   If you sail with the great winds 
of history, you will move easily.  If you try to sail against them, your efforts will fail and fade 
from history.  We now have an opportunity to move in unison with a truly great force in history. 
One piece of the new vision we must address is our current lack of literature, and therefor 
vision, of our society after gay rights are fully established.  We have some literature about the 
transition but little about the final result.  We do not even have much in the way of literature of 
the many human societies that historically included gay rights (Ancient Greece, etc.).   The 
hardest part of the new gay rights movement then may be the writing of a new literature.  One 
thing we need desperately right now is a gay Jane Austin.  
______- 
 
 
 
 

 

fMRI of Eureka brain module 

 

1.4. Brain Apps 

When powerful machines that scan the human brain such as the functional Magnetic 
Resonance Imager (fMRI) first became widely available in the 1990’s, we saw enormous 
progress in our understanding of how the human brain actually works.   One area of progress 
was the identification of specialized bits of our brain tissue that evolved to do very specific 
functions and do them superbly.  It now looks as though there are hundreds of such brain 
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modules.  These are typically the size of a fingernail and look, in the best images, like a wadded 
up postage stamp.   
These brain studies were carried out under the general description “Modular Brain Theory”, but 
we can now use the more 21st century name: “Brain Apps” 4.  The name Brain Apps stresses the 
practical similarity between the brain modules and the applications on your iPhone.  
If we incorporate these Brain Apps into our new design they will assist us in achieving specific 
goals.  If we ignore them we will lose a great advantage.  Three key Brain Apps we critically 
need to use are Eureka 11, Buy-in, and Flow 13, but there are dozens of others.   
______- 

 

 

Cave Drawings, France 
 

1.5. It Takes a Village 
 

About 30 thousand years ago we modern humans evolved new ways of thinking.  Although 
there was no increase in brain size, we suddenly developed elaborate cave art and the ability to 
function effectively at the village level.  The difference appears to be the evolution of new brain 
modules, Brain Apps, from existing tissue.  The same number of neurons continued but they 
were organized better.  These improvements let us spread throughout the world and drive the 
Neanderthals to extinction. 
Of particular interest here are modules that let us function at the village level.  A village 
includes enough individuals, 50 to 250 people, so that inbreeding is not a major concern yet 
they are able to cooperate on all manner of projects even though they are not all close 
relatives. 
The modules we are most interested in here are those that let us first build a village and then 
move on to accomplish the monumental projects of great civilizations.  The chief among these 
is Buy-In. 
______- 
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Apollo to the Moon, NASA 
 

1.6. Buy-In   
 

Human beings regularly take on and complete big projects that require the dedicated efforts of 
large of numbers of people often over years. This is the very quality we need right now.  Having 
this capability, which is not displayed in the wild by any other primate, has provided a major 
evolutionary advantage to modern Homo sapiens.  Only a small number of other species (ants, 
bees, etc.) show this trait and those that do are surprisingly successful 5.  
 
Human beings are project people.  We can start work on a project in one meeting and keep 
working on it for a decade.  Many groups of people use buy-in but technical people have an 
intuitive, gut understanding of this process and use the specific term “buy-in”.  Once 
understood, it becomes clear that buy-in is an enabling principle of all project work, from the 
building of the pyramids, through the Gothic cathedrals, to Apollo to the Moon.  A brain 
function that evolved to support building a village lets us now build civilizations. 

1.6.1. The Buy-in Process 4 

Under buy-in:  

1. We hear about a new project.  
2. We envision ourselves succeeding with the project.  
3. We get into action on the project.  
4. We stay in action on the project.  

President John F. Kennedy’s “We choose to go to the Moon” speech is one of the strongest 
examples of buy-in from the 20th century.  We listened; we envisioned success as a nation; we 
got into action; we went to the Moon. 
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The key step is the envisioning.  We must have a clear mental image of success.  That image 
may only be kept in our minds for a few seconds at a time but it must be very clear.  It is a 
daydream, but a daydream of great significance. 
 
The key insight is that buy-in is a phenomenon of the human brain that defines a path from the 
language centers which receive a word description of an image of success, to the visual centers 
where it is envisioned, and then on to an emotional center which command commitment to the 
image.  This path is not currently as well documented as some Brain Apps (such as Eureka) but 
it is known to be closely tied to Visual/Conceptual Thinking as often is Flow. 

 
Most technical people can think of examples during their lives in which they bought into a 
project and worked on it for a very long time.  Buy-in is particularly effective in moving us from 
a state of inaction, like cynicism, to a state of great energy and effective action. 

 
As in all Brain Apps, it makes little difference whether a person understands the process or 
not:   the process works just the same.   
 

1.7. Jesus and Beautiful Stories 

There are many great stories in Christianity and many are very beautiful.   Jesus even often 
taught by parable or story.  People love the beauty of these stories and that love binds then 
into social groups that rely on the stories of specific prophets. 
Our new environment will need many great stories of lasting beauty.  Our literature is 
amazingly devoid of works on a sustainable future.  We simply have not yet envisioned it. 
[Can we envision our sustainable future now?  Can we act forward if we do not?] 
The religious comparison also brings out an important warning.  People will defend the stories 
of their social groups to the death.  We must therefore avoid new visions that lead to conflict 
and division. 
______- 

 
Computer model of a complex surface 
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1.8. A Maze Finer than Spider Silk 

 
One of the great problems of evolution is how life can find improved arrangements of 
molecules when the possible arrangements are nearly infinite and the good arrangements are 
only a miniscule fraction of all the possibilities.  Fortunately we have new science that shows 
how life does it 6.   We can then move on to use this new vision as a guide whenever we are 
working with living systems, like our own societies. 
For example, very large protein molecules made up of hundreds of amino acids are critical to 
most biological processes within the cell.  The sequence of these amino acids is programmed by 
a gene.  The strings of amino acids then fold in extremely complex ways that are characteristic 
of their sequence.  The result is a large, often complexly shaped molecule, with regions of 
specific shape and electrical activity.  These regions give the molecule its chemical reactivity 
such as catalyzing other specific reactions. 
The problem is that the number of possible arrangements is beyond astronomical.  Each group 
of three DNA bases that define an amino acid can be thought of as a dimension of the 
molecule’s possibility matrix and each as these small groups of DNA bases can code for any of 
20 amino acids or one of a few other housekeeping functions.   
Evolution works by randomly taking one step at a time.  If the good arrangement were isolated 
points in this impossibly complex matrix, then step-by-step evolution from one good 
arrangement to the next would be improbable beyond belief.  Evolution simply would not work. 
What new science now shows is that the paths that life actually uses are long strings of 
workable steps buried within the super larger matrix.  No more than a spider web connecting 
rare series of points.  Each step along the web may make no change, may make a change only 
of slight significance, or may be a change for the better.  Changes for the bad, are off these 
delicate paths and are usually eliminated by natural selection.  Evolution is then a slow walk 
along these connected filaments with each change tested against the then existing 
environment.  
Evolution can then happen by a slow walk along fine paths within an immense matrix.  In a 
stable environment the steps may be back and forth zeroing in on the best arrangement.  In a 
new environment the slow walk may take the molecule to a new place which is better for the 
new environment. 
Imagine an enormous surface of very fine points reaching to the horizon, a matrix.   On this 
surface is a spider web of silk threads, barely visible.  This web is nearly lost within the vastness 
of the matrix, but this is the web on which life resides.  There may well be isolated points that 
happen to be of great value, but these cannot be reached by evolution. 
Unfortunately, today there exist change paths that if followed from a lack of education and 
incite, combined with fear and greed, have the power to kill civilization as we know it on our 
planet.  Fortunately, there exist other paths that, although leading through many difficult times, 
will not and will lead us to a sustainable future. 
Now that we have a new understanding of how the evolution of life can work, we can apply this 
idea to other problems where life resides.  The case in point is the evolution of human society 
to suit new situations.  If we follow this concept used by life, we will need to walk our society 
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slowly one step at a time but in many, many dimensions at once.    Gay rights being an example 
of just such a walk. 
______- 
 

1.9. Climb any Mountain 
 

The environments in which living communities reside are also bewilderingly complex but they, 
at least in theory, can be modeled and their models summarized graphically.  One useful 
graphical representation is that of a mountainous terrain with many peaks and valleys. 
The peaks represent stable and efficient ecologies.  The living members of such communities 
continue to evolve along their spider silk paths but take random walks around the top of the 
peaks circling each other.  The different organisms jostle with each other as they interact but 
evolutionary pressure keeps them near the top of their particular peak.  
The peaks do change over the very long term.  The continents move around slowly and the 
climate shifts through long cycles.  New species do evolve in the move onto a new peak but 
once established a peak can keep a group of interacting species stable for a few million years.  
An ecology peak contains a set of species that help to stabilize each other. 
The exponential growth of humans destabilized the ecological peak we were living on and it is 
now moving to a new stabilization point.  We have little choice but to go with that flow.  
Fortunately we can quickly change our societies to fit the new sustainable peak.  Many other 
species cannot make this type of fast adjustment and will die out.  Eventually new species will 
evolve to fit the new peak beside us but that will take a long time. 
Such shifts can be an opportunity too.  When the peaks are changing then chance becomes 
possible.  If the winds of history are changing the peaks then the winds are doing the heavy 
lifting.  At such times leadership of human effort can provide direction and move society to a 
new and better place. 
Our urgent task then is to walk each of the many strands of our society down spider web 
strands in the direction of the new peak, a sustainable Earth.  This is a natural process but it is 
happening very quickly right now.  We will need to put out a great effort to keep up with the 
ground that is shifting beneath our feet.  For this task, we modern humans are uniquely 
endowed. 
The approach of the defining event in human population has however destroyed our old 
visions.  Our old vision of eternal growth, upon which Apollo to the Moon was based, has now 
become untenable.  
[Where is our new vision?  Do you feel the need for a new vision?] 
______- 
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Digger Three, “The Big Moon Dig” 

 

1.10. Clark’s Third Law 

 
3. Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic. 
 

It is true that the technic called for here to solving society’s problems calls for numerous and 
major technical breakthroughs to save our collective bacon, but I see no viable alternative. 
The counter to this argument that technology will solve all our problems is simply called “too 
much magic” 3. 
[Are we betting our planet on magic?  Even though it is Clark’s kind?  Is that really a good idea?] 
This may be a very bad idea indeed, but I see no alternative course.  Major problems have been 
addressed historically with politics (the American Revolution) and with religion (the 
Reformation).  Neither of these avenues seem viable at this time. 
One group, ISIS, is today actually trying to solve the current human crisis using 12th century 
religion.  The result is murderous.   Our response to this deadly wrong turn must include new, 
positive visions which we are now sorely lacking. 
Given the high rate of technological development, we can count on a certain amount of magic.  
In fact, something big will probably happen, but we cannot plan for things that we cannot 
envision.  Some of it will be good; some of it bad.  What we certainly cannot count on is that 
someone else will do all the work for us and do it in time.  There will be no free ride here. 
______- 

1.11. Robotics, People and Symbiots 

 
One of the great technical shifts that is likely to happen in this time period is the development 
of a strong Artificial Intelligence (AI) with thinking power equivalent to a human.   This landmark 
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is both considered likely by our 2050 peak and likely to have the potential for a major change in 
human society. 
 
The question is not whether this should happen, or even if it’s a good idea.  The question is how 
best to manage it.  If we accept that a strong AI would be lifelike, then we can apply our 
evolutionary walk to the problem. 
 
The question of imminent AI development is so emotionally charged that a number of recent 
movies have addressed isolated parts of the problem.  Most of them have been dystopias that 
warn about disastrous outcomes (“The Terminator”).   Many depict a secret lone genius 
operation where one person or corporation builds the AI for their own purposes (“Ex 
Machina”), usually again with disastrous results.   We cannot let bad movies define our vision of 
the future. 
 
One movie stands out as the AI’s do very little harm and then leave humanity behind (“Her”). 
If we apply the evolutionary walk concept, then the AI development will occur in a great many 
steps that are openly reported or at least reported in the technical media.  This walk will be 
accompanied by the development of a story formed from ethical discussions, as well as even 
more movies. 
 
This AI process is well started and is, for good or bad, probably unstoppable at this time.  Some 
of the steps are intentional, but some appear to be accidental.  For example, for many years 
much effort was placed on designing a test to definitively tell weither an AI is a person (the 
Turning Test) 10.  This whole concept is now rendered moot by a court ruling in the United 
States that said that cooperations are people (limited people perhaps but legal people at least).  
This set up the simple, and cheap, path to personhood for any AI of incorporation ($150.00 on 
Legal Zoom). 
 
What we need, and or survival may depend on it, is a symbiosis between humans and their 
machines.  Our new symbiosis will be based on new rules, for example, “Don’t automate Flow” 
13, 16.  People have many activities we cherish, don’t take those activities away from us.  People 
have many activities we find boring, you can take those activates away.  People love to drive; a 
shift to all self-driving cars will not be needed in the short term at least. 
 
In technical design we need to do the opposite of what we are doing now 16.  We need to 
design for people and let the machines adapt to us.  Too often we design our machines to take 
advantage of a new machine capability but with little concern to what the resulting changes in 
society will do to people.  Machines need to be designed specifically to help people with real 
problems. 
 
A key element of our new vision then is establishing and protecting a symbiosis of humans and 
machines 17.  We need a clear vision of each member of this symbiosis needing the other and 
prospering only together.  The steps to achieving a hard AI needed to be open and widely 
discussed, and always moving toward a more prefect human/machine symbiosis. 
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____________________________________________- 
 

2. Building New Vision 

 
We can now use or building blocks to see what our new world will be like in many different 
ways and from those incites build a top-level vision of success. 

2.1. What our New World will be like 

To write beautiful stories will need a clear idea of what our new society will be like.  We cannot 
foresee all the details, in fact that will be left to the stories themselves to define, but we can 
see the broad strokes. 

1. Stable Population -- The total world population will be stable.  This is the defining 
characteristic of the new age.  This means that the average age of the population will be 
much older than right now, probably over 40.  Also the majority of people will not be 
white but will be even more urban.  We will still have people, lots of people, and still 
have a society. 

2. Long life -- People who take care of themselves and have access to good health care will 
live a long life. 

3. Spoiling the children -- The relatively few children will be looked after and cherished.   
Each will have many god parents.   There will be many social groups that locate and 
support over looked children.  People will spend no more than 1/5 of their lives being a 
child, and 1/5 raising one or two children. 

4. Doing Your Thing -- Like in “Star Trek, the Next Generation”, people will devote much of 
their lives to doing their own thing.  The majority of people will live in non-standard 
family arrangements. 

5. Climate change -- Big storms will happen more often.  Five hundred year storms will 
become hundred year storms.  The climate will shift enough that many human activities, 
like farming, that are fine tuned to the precise local climate will fail and have to be 
changed.  

6. Sea Level Rise -- The sea level will rise flooding many coastal regions.  A sea level rise of 
one to three meters by 2050 is within rational expectation.  Anything under one meter is 
simply wishful thinking. 

7. The Sixth Extinction -- Earth’s environment will take many substantial hits that result in 
the loss of many species, especially large animals. 

8. Symbiosis with our machines -- The relationship between humans and their technology 
will continue to evolve.  The effect on society will often be slow and unyielding, but 
sometimes will be jarring, for both good and bad. 

9. Resources -- We have sufficient resources in general.  Just look at the massive amount 
of resources we currently splurge on useless to counterproductive efforts.  The problem 
is the effective allocation of existing resources, not an overall shortage. 
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Clearly we have both the hope for the future and the difficulties needed for great plots within 
our new vision. 
___________- 

2.2. Simple Rules 

 
Prospering in very complex situations is often aided by having a set of simple rules 17.  This 
approach is often favored by members of our business community.  Such rules sets will have to 
be first proposed and then developed to support action.  Our simple rules are a key part of our 
new vision. 
Here are a set of rules to start the development process for California: 

1. Relax to a Sustainable Earth. 
2. Envision an interesting future. 
3. Keep the winds of history at your back. 
4. Task our communities. 
5. Guide the human/machine symbiosis. 
6. Get in action; stay in action. 

It will take input from many other people deep within the hot action to refine this Simple Rules 
List. 

___________- 
 

2.3. Throwing Technology at It 
 

We would all like to solve major social problems by simply throwing technology at them.  This 
rarely works.  We now have good field reports on why this does not work and under what 
circumstances we can actually make it work 20. 
If a small group tackles a social problem with heart, mind, and will they can make dramatic 
progress.  If you then try to duplicate that action in a cookie cutter fashion the results will be 
disappointing.   This has to often been the case when people have thrown technology at a social 
problem.  It is simply very hard to duplicate the heart, mind, and will part that made the first 
group work so well, that type of duplication is simply not what technology does well. 
However, if you do have a group tackling a problem with heart, mind, and will the technology 
can be an amplifier.  Technology can then expand the effectiveness of the group many fold. 
Our problem then is to understand how heart, mind, and will are generated first in individuals 
and then in groups.  Vision and Brain Apps like buy-in give us hints on how this might be done 
but much work is needed. 
_____________________________________________- 
 

3. Designing New Action 
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We could just sit back and watch, but that would be boring.  The question then is there 
anything that we could do that would positively affect the situation? 
I think the answer is yes, but there is a tremendous amount of work yet to be done. 

3.1. The Process 

There is no silver bullet for our current problems.  What is required is a process in which we 
develop a clear vision, develop specific actions for our diverse communities, get people in 
action, and keep people in action by iterating this whole process. 
Our situation is both dire and dynamic.  Only a dynamic response that can grow, change, and 
climb has a chance of a positive result. 

3.2. Top-Level Vision 

We clearly need to develop a complex, beautiful, and compelling vision of a sustainable Earth.  
This will take much writing, development work, and production.  This effort must cover a wide 
variety of media including books, the movies, and modern electronic media such as electronic 
gaming.  My current efforts are just a glimpse of what must be done 7, 8, 9.  
Our vision must be strong enough to support buy-in for positive action in a great many people. 

3.3. Goldilocks and New ideas 

The process of idea generation specific for California is just started.  Raw, untested ideas, are 
not hard to generate but telling ideas with potential from nonsense is a truly difficult task. 
Input from people is needed to sort raw ideas.  This will require discussions with the many 
communities of California.  Once we have a start at generating new ideas we will need 
community input to do a Goldilocks sort: 

• Too Cold – Ideas that have been tried and fell short.  There stories need to be 
remembered and understood. 

• Too Hot – Ideas requiring resources that are simply not available right now. 
• Just Right – Ideas with good supporting background that can be tested with available 

resources that hold promise.  These ideas are the basis for action. 

We need a place for a conversation to generate ideas and then vet them.  This is a common 
activity for both our academic and entrepreneurial communities and could be largely done over 
the Internet. 

3.4. The Walk 

We must identify each dimension of our many social problems and then move each, step by 
step, in the direction of history.  Trying to confront all our problems at once is overwhelming.  
Walking each toward a clear vision is not.  We will be a crowd walking to a new age. 
This will take action from a great many of our communities moving to a common goal. 
_____________________________________________- 
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4. California Example 

We can now look at tasks specific to various California communities.  This effort has just begun 
and will take many iterations: 

4.1. Vision 

Efforts from a great many of California’s communities will be needed to refine this vision and 
power this walk.  Each community must have develop clear tasks and be in action on them. 
 
Hollywood is certainly a California community.  Our currently movie vision of the future are 
pure rubbish.  A movie about a sustainable Earth may not be a blockbuster but we don’t need 
one block buster.  What we need a whole genre of small movies about believable people in 
sustainable societies. 

4.2. Peopling the Vision 

In time of our vision, the population will be shifting to be more minority than white, older 
instead of young, and more people living in non-standard households. 
 
This sets up a specific task for our Gay Community to tell the stories of people interacting with 
people within our new vision.  Members of our Gay Community simply have hard won 
experience living in non-standard arrangements.   That knowledge is now needed by the 
community at large. 
 
[To the Gay Community, I say, you have won, now take responsibility for that win.] 

4.3. Technology 

We must task both our technology, Silicon Valley, and academic communities to refine our 
vision of the future.  The technical information provided here is only a starting place.   
We need to define the new human/machine symbiosis.  We need to develop workable, and 
programmable, rules.   We need to define how the rules will be enforced, and most critically 
how then can be both enforced and secured.  
[My best cut at this can be found in my short story, “Stanford’s Diggs” 8.] 

4.4. Dry California 

There can be no green lawns in the new California story.  Lawns are for England, (“a green and 
pleasant land”).  California has a Mediterranean climate which is drying to a desert one in many 
areas.  The homes in our new vision will have very different landscaping. 
 
Agriculture makes up about 2% of the economy of California 24.  In our new vision the choice of 
crop and location will be very carefully defined by available water.  If that means date palms 
then it means date palms.  What is critical is that we develop a strong image of what it does 
mean. 
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4.5. Sea Level 

California has a very long sea coast.  Something as basic as the level of the sea can define our 
new vision.   The best available models predict one to 3 meters rise in the next 50 years and 3 
to 6 in the next 100 years.  
 
Any vision of our future that does not specifically include sea level rise is simply not realistic.  
Not to mention it is to make the tacit assumption of zero rise which is unsupportable. 

4.6. Youth 

One of the major sources of civil strife in large cities is the large number of young people, 
particularly from minority groups, who are not given enough attention and resources.   When a 
sustainable Earth is achieved this problem will have been substantially elevated by the shift in 
demographics.   
 
The ratio of responsible adults to young people will be much higher.   When there are four or 
five adults for every child there is a real opportunity for every child to be looked after well.    
 
This process is not automatic and will require the development of new social institutions.  The 
existing institutions that support children (schools, athletics, arts, nature, etc.) will need to be 
walked into new institutions for the sustainable age.  We have about 35 years to do this, about 
the time of one person’s life work. 

4.7. Process 

Exactly what the final answer for California will be is not yet clear.  What is clear under this 
argument is that we can define the vision of success, a Sustainable Earth, and then have 
confidence that the vision can be achieved by walking hundreds of elements of existing society 
in a direction driven by great historical forces.   
We are not looking for silver-bullet answers.  We are looking for a process to walk our society 
to a new sustainable Earth. 
_____________________________- 
 

5. Join Me 

 
The problem then is to get large numbers of people into productive action and keep them 
there.  We have clearly just started but we do are building a new vision that supports action.  I 
need your help to move forward.  Please let me hear from you.  There is much work to do. 
 
Enjoy, 
  
Tom Riley 
TomRiley@WoodwareDesigns.com 
http://bigmoondig.com/Essays/BMDWhyWhat.html 

mailto:TomRiley@WoodwareDesigns.com
http://bigmoondig.com/Essays/BMDWhyWhat.html
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